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Biography
Erik Bégin is an Infrastructure, Energy, Resources and
Projects lawyer who has been based in Singapore for
the past 12 years.
During such time, Erik's practice has focused on
advising sponsors, commercial lenders, and bilateral
and multilateral agencies on major transactions
matters in the Southeast Asia and Asian renewable and
conventional energy market.
Erik has advised on the financing of projects in
multiple jurisdictions in the Asia-pacific region, such as
Indonesia, Thailand, Bangladesh, Mongolia, Malaysia,
and Lao People's Democratic Republic (PDR). Erik also
has vast experience working on general finance,
acquisition finance, receivables financing, and
commodities financing transactions matters in the
Asia-Pacific region.
Erik has experience in multiple jurisdictions across
Asia-Pacific, Europe, Africa, and North America.

Representative experience
Advised Equis and its group of companies as sponsors
on the financing of the Tolo wind independent power
producer (IPP) in Indonesia.*
Advised Sembcorp with respect to the financing for the
development of the 414MW dual gas and diesel
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combined power plant in Bangladesh.*

Areas of focus

Advised Kansai Electric and Indonesia Power as
sponsors on the financing of the 47 MW Rajamandala
hydro IPP in Indonesia.*

Project Finance, DFI, ECA, and
Sovereign Wealth Finance

Advised EGCO as a sponsor and its project company on
the US$850 m development and financing of a 970
MW gas-fired power plant to be located in Khanom,
Thailand.*
Advised Mongolian and Japanese sponsors on the
financing of the Tsetsii wind IPP in Mongolia.*
Advised a lending syndicate with respect to the
acquisition, conversion, and the operation of the
Yinson Genesis floating production storage and
offloading (FPSO) vessel.*
*Matter handled prior to joining Hogan Lovells.
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